
                                                                                                                                                                                           

We hope that investors will find FPA commentaries helpful to understand application of the same investment 

discipline in various markets, and can refer to particular items that interest them. 

You should consider the Fund’s investment objectives, risks, and charges and expenses carefully 

before you invest. The Prospectus details the Fund's objective and policies, sales charges, and other 

matters of interest to the prospective investor. Please read this Prospectus carefully before investing. 

The Prospectus may be obtained by visiting the website at www.fpafunds.com, by email at 

crm@fpafunds.com, toll-free by calling 1-800-982-4372 or by contacting the Fund in writing.  

Average Annual Total Returns 

As of March 31, 2013 

 

Fund/Index 
MTD YTD 1 Year Since Inception** 

     FPA International Value Fund 1.17% 4.32% 14.35% 22.32% 

     MSCI ACWI ex US 0.20% 3.17% 8.36% 14.07% 

** Annualized. Inception of FPA International Value Fund is December 1, 2011.  
A redemption fee of 2.00% will be imposed on redemptions. Net expense ratio calculated as of the supplement to the prospectus is 
1.32%. The Advisor has contractually agreed to waive fees/certain Fund expenses through June 30, 2015.Gross Expense Ratio is 
16.64%. 

Past performance is no guarantee of future results and current performance may be higher or lower 
than the performance shown. This data represents past performance and investors should 
understand that investment returns and principal values fluctuate, so that when you redeem your 
investment it may be worth more or less than its original cost. Current month-end performance data 
may be obtained by calling toll-free, 1-800-982-4372.  

To view portfolio holdings from the most recent quarter end, please refer to the end of this document or at 
www.fpafunds.com.  

Portfolio composition will change due to ongoing management of the fund.  References to individual 
securities are for informational purposes only and should not be construed as recommendations by the 
Funds, Advisor or Distributor. 

The discussions of Fund investments represent the views of the Fund's managers at the time of each report 

and are subject to change without notice. These views may not be relied upon as investment advice or as an 

indication of trading intent on behalf of any First Pacific Advisors portfolio.  Security examples featured are 

samples for presentation purposes and are intended to illustrate our investment philosophy and its 

application.  It should not be assumed that most recommendations made in the future will be profitable or 

will equal the performance of the securities.  

The MSCI ACWI ex-USA Index is a float-adjusted market capitalization index that is designed to measure 
the combined equity market performance of developed and emerging market countries excluding the United 
States. These indices do not reflect any commissions or fees which would be incurred by an investor 
purchasing the stocks they represent. The performance of the Fund and of the Averages is computed on a 
total return basis which includes reinvestment of all distributions.  

Fund Risks  
 
Investments in mutual funds carry risks and investors may lose principal value . Stock markets are volatile and 
can decline significantly in response to adverse issuer, political, regulatory, market, or economic 
developments. The Fund may purchase foreign securities, including American Depository Receipts (ADRs) 
and other depository receipts, which are subject to interest rate, currency exchange rate, economic and 
political risks. Foreign investments, especially those of companies in emerging markets, can be riskier, less 

http://www.fpafunds.com/
mailto:crm@fpafunds.com


                                                                                                                                                                                           

liquid, harder to value, and more volatile than investments in the United States. Adverse political and 
economic developments or changes in the value of foreign currency can make it more difficult for the Fund 
to value the securities. Differences in tax and accounting standards, difficulties in obtaining information about 
foreign companies, restrictions on receiving investment proceeds from a foreign country, confiscatory foreign 
tax laws, and potential difficulties in enforcing contractual obligations, can all add to the risk and volatility of 
foreign investments. Small and mid-cap stocks involve greater risks and they can fluctuate in price more than 
larger company stocks. 

 
  
The FPA Funds are distributed by UMB Distribution Services, LLC, 803 W. Michigan Street, Milwaukee, WI, 

53233. 
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Dear fellow shareholders, 

 

During the first quarter of 2013, the Fund rose 4.32%1 which compared positively to the MSCI All Country 

World Index’s (ex-U.S.) (Net) (the “Index”) gain of 3.17%. Since inception on December 1, 2011, it has 

returned a positive total return of 22.32% versus 14.07% for the Index. At the end of the quarter, we were 

about 60% invested (down from 66%2 at December 31, 2012). Over the quarter our cash stake averaged 

around 40%.  

New Additions to the Team 

We added two key members to the International Value Team during this quarter. As highlighted in our last 

quarterly commentary, Victor Liu joined the Firm from Causeway Capital Management on January 30, 2013. 

Jason Dempsey joined FPA as Senior Vice President on March 18, 2013. Jason was previously Research 

Analyst at Artisan Partners and prior to that, he was Analyst at Deccan Value Advisors. Similar to Victor, 

Jason is a seasoned long-term value investor with a strong bias towards business quality, and a high caliber 

individual with a unique background. We expect him to play an important role in the management of the 

Fund going forward.  

Artistic Block 

While we deployed some capital over the course of the quarter in a manner that is consistent with our 

investment philosophy, we found ourselves unable to move forward with many of the new ideas that we had 

identified in the past few months. Within the top ten research priorities from our mid-January trip to the 

Nordics, only one company traded down over the remainder of the quarter. The other nine were up on 

average 15%, with five of them up between 15% and 33%. The continued rise in prices we have experienced 

is making it increasingly difficult for us to find new compelling investment opportunities.  

The curse of absolute investors is to be confronted daily with their failure to find ideas in an increasingly 

expensive market. As we cannot rest on a fully invested approach, we feel challenged to look further and dig 

deeper to unearth elusive new bargains. In times like these, we are like artists confronted with creative block. 

Unlike them however, what we don’t put on the canvas says much about our art. Our paralysis is a testament 

to our discipline and a reflection of how strong we feel about not investing at any cost. If we don’t invest, it 

means all potential candidates we have encountered simply fail to meet our full set of investment criteria. 

Given the buoyant markets and scarcity of genuine bargains, we urge investors to not give too much weight 

to the out-performance that the Fund has delivered relative to the Index. Continued run-up in market prices 

typically translates, for us, into increased cash exposure and reduced margins of safety4, as reflected in the 

                                                           
1
 The large inflow the Fund received on the first day of the year significantly impacted relative performance because the Index 

appreciated 1.84% during the first trading day of the year. 
2 The percentages shown exclude a subscription receivable of $20.8 million received by the Fund as of 12/31/12 in order to more 
accurately characterize the portfolio manager’s investment allocations.  
4 Buying with a “margin of safety,” a phrase popularized by Benjamin Graham and Warren Buffet, is when a security is purchased for 
less than its estimated value. This helps protect against permanent capital loss in the case of an unexpected event or analytical mistake. 
A purchase made with a margin of safety does not guarantee the security will not decline in price.   
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continued decline of the portfolio’s price to value ratio5. At the end of the quarter, our holdings offered a 

weighted average discount to our estimated intrinsic value6 of about 27% (versus 30% at December 31, 2012). 

In the short-term, this may be detrimental to relative returns. On the other hand, eschewing expensive stocks, 

levered businesses, and companies or management teams of lesser quality helps reduce the risk of capital 

destruction and positions us to take advantage of market corrections. We believe this will allow us to achieve 

our stated goals and encourage shareholders to consider the Fund’s performance over the long term. 

For now, we continue to scour the globe for new ideas. This includes a recent trip to Latin America, 

researching companies that we consider potential investment candidates while patiently waiting for their 

stocks to trade at a significant discount to our estimates of their intrinsic values. Market opportunities, like a 

muse, cannot be summoned, but when they finally present themselves we will not be lacking inspiration.  

Key Performers 

Our best performing holding in the quarter was Travis Perkins (up 24.82% in US currency). Based in the 

UK, Travis is the country’s leading builders’ merchant with a strong plumbing and heating distribution 

business, and the third largest player in retail “Do It Yourself”. Builders’ merchanting is a necessary channel 

as there are too many small contractors for manufacturers to sell direct. While the industry is fragmented, 

relative market share is key to delivering good customer service. As the dominant player, Travis possesses 

significant scale advantages. This should allow them to widen their competitive moat during difficult times, 

and ultimately drives profitability. Given its superiority in size, deep knowledge of the market, and entrenched 

positions in lucrative regions, the group has consistently outgrown its peers and delivered industry leading 

margins. This is also a testament to the team of industry veterans that has run the business with consistent 

operational excellence and a focus on returns. Operating returns on capital employed7 are close to 30%. Free 

cash flow8 generation is strong, while the balance sheet is robust with leverage at less than 1x net debt to 

EBITDA9. Assuming little support from Travis’ challenging underlying markets, we bought into this name at 

9x earnings and a free cash flow yield of 10% back in the second quarter of 2012. Our interest in the 

company remains as long as we can hold the stock at a significant discount to intrinsic value.  

Our worst performing holding in the quarter was Vesuvius (down 4.80% in US currency). The company is 

an offspring of Cookson which we added to the portfolio last quarter. Based in the UK, it is the world’s 

leading manufacturer of metal casting production equipment (such as filters, feeding systems, and coating 

products) and steel flow control products (such as pipes and valves). These products are typically short-lived 

consumables tailored to customer needs and account for a small portion of the end product cost, yet reduce 

defects and improve yields. Vesuvius is a clear leader with a market share in excess of 50% in both products. 

It generates good margins and operating returns on capital employed in excess of 20%. The current CEO, the 

former division head, is an industry veteran. He’s shown a strong focus on operating efficiency and sound 

financial discipline, and has been refocusing the group on its core businesses. The balance sheet is healthy 

with leverage at around 1x net debt to EBITDA, and the business averages high free cash generation over 

time. With that, Vesuvius trades at less than 8x earnings and a free cash flow yield of about 9%. Cookson had 

                                                           
5 Price to Value (Price to Intrinsic Value) is a term to describe the market price of a security compared to our estimate of intrinsic 
value. 
6 The actual value of a company or an asset based on an underlying perception of its true value including all aspects of the business, in 
terms of both tangible and intangible factors.  
7 A return from an investment that is not considered income. 
8 Free cash flow (FCF) represents the cash that a company is able to generate after laying out the money required to maintain or 
expand its asset base. 
9 Earnings before Interest Tax Depreciation and Amortization. EBITDA is essentially net income with interest, taxes, depreciation, 
and amortization added back to it, and can be used to analyze and compare profitability between companies and industries because it 
eliminates the effects of financing and accounting decisions. 
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been a strong contributor to performance last quarter following the spin-off of Alent and we had reduced our 

exposure according to the lower margin of safety10. We have added to the position on weakness and Vesuvius 

is now one of the largest holdings in the Fund. 

All Stars Aligned 

While the quarter was rich in frustrations with two investment candidates taken private and several others, in 

particular from our recent trips to Asia and the Nordics rallying beyond what we would consider appropriate 

discounts, we found a couple of reasons not to despair. With potential new ideas we never rush to a decision, 

no matter how enticing the prospective returns. We take the time to get to know the business, build our 

understanding of the fundamentals through proprietary research, gain comfort with management, and assess 

the intrinsic value of the company with confidence. We want all the stars to be aligned before investing and 

are happy to wait patiently, sometimes multiple years, for this to happen. 

We experienced a couple of these rare occurrences in the past three months and seized the opportunities to 

make some additions to the portfolio. We initiated two new positions, one in France-based Danone and 

another one in Italy-based Interpump. Danone is a company that we have followed for a long time. It is the 

world’s leading producer of fresh dairy products and we believe a superb franchise with substantial room for 

value creation. While management has shown great strategic foresight in repositioning the firm’s old food 

portfolio towards attractive categories such as fresh dairies, baby formula, and medical nutrition, they had 

somewhat disappointed operationally over the last couple of years. They were able to recognize this and have 

recently placed greater emphasis on operating efficiency, notably through cost saving initiatives. With that, we 

think Danone now has all the ingredients - that is the right combination of price and quality - for us to be 

invested.  

Interpump is the world’s largest manufacturer of high and very high pressure pumps. It is also the leading 

player in power take-offs for trucks. We have followed Interpump for many years and believe that it is a great 

company. At the third quarter results, Interpump’s long-standing chairman Giovanni Cavallini announced 

that he was parting ways with the rest of the management team and life-long business partners. With 

Giovanni’s departure and having been the face of the business to the market for years, the stock fell 15% in 

the weeks following his departure. It took some time for us to be able to perform the necessary diligence as 

to what led to his decision to leave. With no identifiable material change in the business, we proceeded to 

invest in the company and were able to take advantage of the residual weakness in the share price to become 

shareholders. 

Faithful Volatility 

We sold out of Alten in the quarter, for the second time since the inception of the Fund. Based in France, 

Alten is a European leading provider of engineering services and was among the Fund’s original holdings. We 

had sold it in the first quarter of 2012 and bought it again in the following quarter on renewed weakness. 

Since then, the stock had returned 70% (in US currency) and no longer offered what we believed was a high 

margin of safety8, so we exited the position. This is a good company that we will continue to monitor while 

waiting for another opportunity to invest. Our conviction is that we will be presented with such an 

                                                           
8 Buying with a “margin of safety” is when a security is purchased for less than its estimated value. This helps protect against 
permanent capital loss in the case of an unexpected event or analytical mistake. A purchase made with a margin of safety does not 
guarantee the security will not decline in price.   
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opportunity at some point. We can always trust market dynamics to feed volatility thereby presenting us with 

hectic pricing and valuation anomalies11. 

The turnover in this case isn’t what we would typically expect. Over the long run, we plan to stay invested 

about three to five years. This is neither a requirement nor a target. Market volatility is what ultimately 

dictates when we buy a stock and how long we hold on to it. As valuation driven investors, we buy 

companies that meet our investment criteria when their stocks trade at significant discounts to their intrinsic 

values. We weight these investments in the portfolio based on relative attractiveness. As the margin of safety6 

diminishes, we reduce exposure and eventually sell out of a position, no matter what the resulting holding 

period. When irrational markets offer us an opportunity to sell, and shortly after present us another chance to 

buy the same business we know well with little incremental work required, we are only too pleased to oblige. 

“Self-Plagiarism” 

What comes next is mostly a repeat of what we wrote last quarter and feels like “self-plagiarism”. Given the 

limited activity, the general profile of the portfolio didn’t change much over the last three months. The Fund 

is still geared towards companies domiciled in Europe. This is a reflection of where we continue to find the 

most compelling opportunities, as our approach is agnostic to geographic or sector exposure. In addition, 

many of our holdings operate globally and generate large portions of their future cash flows outside Europe. 

Where business value is created is what matters to us, rather than where a company is headquartered or 

incorporated.  

While we appreciate the recent success of the long Japanese equities (preferably exporters), short yen trade, 

we see no reason to amend our assessments of individual businesses and management teams based on the 

underlying change in macro sentiment. Weak financial discipline is what often deters us from investing in 

otherwise sound businesses in the region. Another limiting factor has been insufficient discounts to our 

estimates of intrinsic value. We continue to review some intrinsic value estimates of local companies on our 

focus list assuming sustained change in the US dollar to Japanese yen exchange rate. When conducting a 

review, we take a neutral approach whereby we don’t assume further currency devaluation. We consider how 

the business has dealt with years of strong yen through financial or natural hedging, and how it is impacted, 

both positively and negatively, by the weaker currency. At this stage, we haven’t identified material net 

variations that would warrant investments. As a result, the Fund still has no exposure to companies domiciled 

in Japan. 

While we are reluctant as bottom-up investors to comment on the macro environment, we see little change in 

the general status of the world’s economy, despite unshuttering enthusiasm in capital markets. We are 

mindful of high levels of debt, in particular at sovereign levels, structurally weak financial institutions most 

notably in Europe, the likelihood of more tax pressure along with further austerity measures, and slower 

economic growth especially in mature markets. We worry that large injections of liquidity into the economy 

might lead to inflation, and are concerned with governments exceeding their mandates while failing to live-up 

to their missions, which typically translates into increased interference with the normal course of business.  

Our approach is to focus on those businesses that are less likely to be impacted by state interferences, 

businesses that the world needs and thus, businesses that can not only withstand but also benefit from macro 

challenges. We are concerned about macro conditions only as far as they have an impact on a specific 

business and on our assessment of its intrinsic value. 

 

                                                           
11 Disconnects that arise in the short-term between fluctuations in stock prices and business values.   
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Unaltered Conviction  

Like we traditionally do in our quarterly commentaries, we conclude by reminding shareholders of our belief 

that discipline and consistency are key to achieving superior returns over the long run. As long-term absolute 

value investors, our focus is on competitively advantaged businesses with strong balance sheets run by 

capable management teams that we only invest in at significant discount to intrinsic values.  

Given our absolute value philosophy, we may experience short-term relative underperformance in a 

prolonged market rally. This would leave our conviction unaltered. In any event, we will continue to measure 

the Fund’s progress based on the value that our businesses build over time versus the limited risks of 

unfavorable outcomes we assumed. We will be content with our capital appreciating and sustainably so, even 

if at a lower rate than the market. Lastly, we will find comfort in owning financially robust, resilient 

businesses, and in having the liquidity to take advantage of future market dislocations. In the long run, we 

believe that our approach will result in our stated goals while carrying much less risk of permanent losses.  

As always, we thank you for your confidence and look forward to continue serving your interests as fellow 

shareholders of the FPA International Value Fund. 

Respectfully submitted,  

 
The International Value Team 
 
Pierre O. Py 
Portfolio Manager 
 
Jason Dempsey  Victor Liu  
Analyst   Analyst 
 
 
April 9, 2013 
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SEDOL TICKER SHARES SECURITY MKT PRICE ($) MKT VALUE ($)

% OF NET ASSET 

VALUE

7110720 ADEN.VX 49,404 ADECCO SA* 54.7599 2,705,358.10$       3.35%

0147899 AGK.LN 119,126 AGGREKO PLC* 27.0811 3,226,063.12         4.00%

5698789 ASSAB.SS 11,179 ASSA ABLOY* 40.8386 456,534.71            0.57%

B12TR11 ATEA.NO 340,504 ATEA ASA* 11.0873 3,775,270.00         4.68%

B1FP891 BBA.LN 137,827 BBA AVIATION PLC* 3.9132 539,344.62            0.67%

B1FJ0C0 BXB.AU 103,616 BRAMBLES LTD 8.8198 913,872.40            1.13%

B0N8QD5 BVIC.LN 402,069 BRITVIC PLC* 6.7535 2,715,372.99         3.37%

5529027 DAI.GR 27,780                   DAIMLER AG* 54.6299 1,517,618.62         1.88%

B1Y9TB3 BN.FP 38,661                   DANONE SA 69.5870 2,690,303.01         3.33%

0237400 DGE.LN 33,762                   DIAGEO PLC* 31.5338 1,064,644.16         1.32%

B01FLG6 GFS.LN 471,051 G4S* 4.4284 2,086,002.25         2.59%

4557104 G1A.GR 9,493 GEA GROUP AG* 32.9602 312,891.18            0.39%

6673042 IPL.AU 343,583 INCITEC PIVOT* 3.2176 1,105,512.66         1.37%

5161407 IP.IM 471,507 INTERPUMP GROUP* 7.8202 3,687,279.04         4.57%

B11ZRK9 LR.FP 6,023 LEGRAND SA* 43.6136 262,684.71            0.32%

B1G5HX7 LSL.LN 1,313,647 LSL PROPERTY SERVICES PLC* 5.1176 6,722,719.89         8.34%

3023231 MPI.LN 424,949 MICHAEL PAGE INTERNATIONAL* 6.4101 2,723,965.58         3.38%

4380429 PUB.FP 19,577 PUBLICIS GROUPE* 67.0614 1,312,861.03         1.63%

4846288 SAP.GR 30,830 SAP AG* 80.3122 2,476,025.13         3.07%

0795823 SNR.LN 442,242 SENIOR PLC* 3.6230 1,602,242.77         1.99%

7062713 SW.FP 17,281 SODEXO* 93.2014 1,610,613.39         2.00%

0773960 TPK.LN 27,402 TRAVIS PERKINS PLC* 22.0964 605,485.55            0.75%

B82YXW8 VSVS.LN 700,980 VESUVIUS PLC* 5.3585 3,756,201.33         4.66%

TOTAL EQUITIES: 47,868,866.23       59.36%

139,319 EUR CURRENCY 1/9/14 (139,319 EUR@ $1.292) 0.01000                 1,393.19                

67,635 EUR CURRENCY 1/9/14 (67,635 EUR@ $1.33068) 0.04868                 3,292.45                

12,895 EUR CURRENCY 1/9/14 (12,895 EUR@ $1.31835) 0.03635                 468.73                    

38,026 EUR CURRENCY 1/9/14 (38,026 EUR@ $1.3149) 0.03290                 1,251.05                

1,154,068 EUR CURRENCY 3/24/14 (1,154,068 EUR@ $1.29975) 0.01775                 20,484.71              

24,119 EUR CURRENCY 5/7/14 (24,119 EUR@ $1.32673) 0.04473                 1,078.86                

68,244 EUR CURRENCY 5/7/14 (68,244 EUR@ $1.3188) 0.03680                 2,511.37                

19,138 EUR CURRENCY 5/12/14 (19,138 EUR@ $1.30633) 0.02433                 465.62                    

15,503 EUR CURRENCY 5/12/14 (15,503 EUR@ $1.2901) 0.00810                 125.57                    

138,269 EUR CURRENCY 6/6/14 (138,269 EUR@ $1.26565) (0.01635)                (2,260.70)               

31,616 EUR CURRENCY 6/12/14 (31,616 EUR@ $1.26517) (0.01683)                (532.10)                  

118,255 EUR CURRENCY 6/16/14 (118,255 EUR@ $1.26844) (0.01356)                (1,603.54)               

39,611 EUR CURRENCY 6/27/14 (39,611 EUR@ $1.26226) (0.01974)                (781.93)                  

123,832 EUR CURRENCY 7/09/14 (123,832 EUR@ $1.2517) (0.03030)                (3,752.10)               

96,970 EUR CURRENCY 7/18/14 (96,970 EUR@ $1.2375) (0.04450)                (4,315.15)               

96,552 EUR CURRENCY 7/18/14 (96,552 EUR@ $1.24285) (0.03915)                (3,780.02)               

761,035 EUR CURRENCY 1/08/15 (761,035 EUR@ $1.314) 0.03200                 24,353.12              

744,048 EUR CURRENCY 2/23/15 (744,048 EUR@ $1.344) 0.06200                 46,130.95              

52,066 GBP CURRENCY 1/9/14 (52,066 GBP@ $1.5365) 0.01680                 874.72                    

38,554 GBP CURRENCY 1/9/14 (38,554 GBP@ $1.55627) 0.03657                 1,409.91                

19,220 GBP CURRENCY 1/9/14 (19,220 GBP@ $1.56091) 0.04121                 792.04                    

50,956 GBP CURRENCY 1/9/14 (50,956 GBP@ $1.56997) 0.05027                 2,561.58                

25,202 GBP CURRENCY 1/9/14 (25,202 GBP@ $1.58715) 0.06745                 1,699.90                

659,518 GBP CURRENCY 3/24/14 (659,518 GBP@ $1.51626) (0.00344)                (2,268.74)               

18,791 GBP CURRENCY 4/24/14 (18,791 GBP@ $1.59647) 0.07677                 1,442.62                

31,031 GBP CURRENCY 4/24/14 (31,031 GBP@ $1.6113) 0.09160                 2,842.42                

35,526 GBP CURRENCY 5/7/14 (35,526 GBP@ $1.60445) 0.08475                 3,010.84                

15,639 GBP CURRENCY 5/12/14 (15,639 GBP@ $1.5986) 0.07890                 1,233.89                

9,460 GBP CURRENCY 5/12/14 (9,460 GBP@ $1.5856) 0.06590                 623.42                    

152,602 GBP CURRENCY 5/22/14 (152,602 GBP@ $1.57272) 0.05302                 8,090.95                

63,804 GBP CURRENCY 5/29/14 (63,804 GBP@ $1.5673) 0.04760                 3,037.07                

FPA International Value Fund 

Portfolio Holdings 

 

03/31/2013 
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SEDOL TICKER SHARES SECURITY MKT PRICE ($) MKT VALUE ($)

% OF NET ASSET 

VALUE

FPA International Value Fund 

Portfolio Holdings 

 

03/31/2013 

26,262 GBP CURRENCY 5/30/14 (26,262 GBP@ $1.5612) 0.04150                 1,089.87                

32,491 GBP CURRENCY 6/9/14 (32,491 GBP@ $1.5389) 0.01920                 623.82                    

16,253 GBP CURRENCY 6/9/14 (16,253 GBP@ $1.5382) 0.01850                 300.68                    

32,607 GBP CURRENCY 6/9/14 (32,607 GBP@ $1.5334) 0.01370                 446.72                    

100,000 GBP CURRENCY 7/9/14 (100,000 GBP@ $1.55) 0.03030                 3,030.00                

32,098 GBP CURRENCY 7/18/14 (32,098 GBP@ $1.55775) 0.03805                 1,221.31                

96,546 GBP CURRENCY 8/07/14 (96,546 GBP@ $1.55367) 0.03397                 3,279.65                

47,868 GBP CURRENCY 8/15/14 (47,868 GBP@ $1.5668) 0.04710                 2,254.60                

94,778 GBP CURRENCY 8/28/14 (94,778 GBP@ $1.58265) 0.06295                 5,966.26                

37,240 GBP CURRENCY 9/30/14 (37,240 GBP@ $1.61115) 0.09145                 3,405.64                

46,433 GBP CURRENCY 10/09/14 (46,433 GBP@ $1.61524) 0.09554                 4,436.18                

1,876,877 GBP CURRENCY 1/08/15 (1,876,877 GBP@ $1.5984) 0.07870                 147,710.21            

TOTAL DERIVATIVES/FUTURES 283,645.65            0.35%

TOTAL MARKET VALUE: 48,152,511.88       59.71%

CASH & EQUIVALENTS (NET OF LIABILITIES): 32,495,911.55       40.29%

TOTAL NET ASSETS: 80,648,423.43$    100.00%

NO. OF EQUITY POSTIONS: 23

* Indicates Foreign Security

Portfolio Holding Submission Disclosure

You should consider the Fund’s investment objectives, risks, and charges and expenses carefully before you invest. The Prospectus details the Fund's objective and policies, sales charges, and other matters 

of interest to the prospective investor. Please read this Prospectus carefully before investing. The Prospectus may be obtained by visiting the website at www.fpafunds.com, by email at crm@fpafunds.com, 

toll-free by calling 1-800-982-4372 or by contacting the Fund in writing. 

Investments in mutual funds carry risks and investors may lose principal value. Stock markets are volatile and can decline significantly in response to adverse issuer, political, regulatory, market, or economic 

developments. Certain funds may purchase foreign securities, including American Depository Receipts (ADRs) and other depository receipts, which are subject to interest rate, currency exchange rate, economic 

and political risks; this may be enhanced when investing in emerging markets. Small and mid cap stocks involve greater risks and they can fluctuate in price more than larger company stocks. Foreign investments, 

especially those of companies in emerging markets, can be risker, less liquid, harder to value, and more volatile than investments in the United States.  Adverse political and economic developments or changes in 

the value of foreign currency can make it more difficult for the FUnd to value the securities.  Differences in tax and accounting standards, difficulties in obtaining information about foreign companies, restrictions 

on receiving investment proceeds from a foreign country, confiscatory foreign tax laws,and potential difficulties in enforcing contractual obligations, can all add to the risk and volatility of foreign investments.  

Small and mid-cap stocks involve greater risks and they can fluctuate in price more than larger company stocks.

The FPA Funds are distributed by UMB Distribution Services, LLC, 803 W. Michigan Street, Milwaukee, WI, 53233.

Except for certain publicly available information incorporated herein, the information contained in these materials is our confidential and proprietary information and is being submitted to you 

for your confidential use with the express understanding that, without our prior written permission, you will not release these materials or discuss the information contained herein or make 

reproductions of or use these materials for any purpose other than evaluating a potential advisory relationship with  First Pacific Advisors.

Portfolio composition will change due to ongoing management of the fund.  References to individual securities are for informational purposes only and should not be construed as recommendations by the Funds, 

Advisor or Distributor.
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